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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Cheetah collar removal
• Sable & Nyala relocation
• Buffalo inoculations
• Reserve projects
• Wildlife monitoring & 

sightings
• Join the 2016 Askari team
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “Enrique’s Heroes” and 
“The Brandy bunch”. Volunteers were from Australia, England, France 
& South Africa.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Elephant visitors

At this time of year we enjoy plenty of elephant sightings as the herds make use of all-year round pools
in the Selati river. At one stage we didn’t even need to leave the house at they visited us at the fence.
Over my shoulder you will see one of the bulls who dropped in as we were making preparations for our
final braai night

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Sable & Nyala relocations and Buffalo inoculations
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Over the past few months we have been building new, larger Sable camps
here on the reserve within the buffalo camp. This month it was time to
move our herds to the new camps which required the darting of every
single one! This was completed over a period of 3 days by Dr Peter Rogers.
Days started early, were long and tiring but the team did an amazing job on
the ground and successfully relocated 42 sable. Most of these were
combined as 2 breeding herds but 7 young males were released into the
wild in buffalo camp.

With that job complete it means we now have extra space in our breeding
camps. The current nyala herds have therefore been split into 4 groups
which meant bringing in some new breeding males. These were collected
from our Langa langa section, males who were successfully bred in the
camps themselves.

Finally, 2 of our buffalo calves reached
the age for their first inoculations. As
disease-free buffalo we have to keep
very up to date with veterinary
treatment for the herd and at around 3
months they receive injections against
numerous diseases such as bovine TB,
Foot & Mouth disease and Corridor
disease. They were also fitted with their
new identifying ear tags.
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects
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Protection was reinforced at one of our previously
protected trees. Rocks are moved away,
vegetation cleared and rocks put back in place.
Weekly checks took place in the camps as well as
the cleaning of feeding bays and water troughs.
Dung samples were taken and studied under the
microscope to monitor intestinal parasite levels.

Fence painting took place during two sessions and marula
seeds were planted in a small nursery in the garden to
eventually plant back in the bush. Work took place in the
Askari vegetable garden to ready it for the new growing
season. Prickly pear plants were targeted during alien plant
control and hundreds of metres of old barbed wire farming
fence was also removed from the bush.

The team did a couple of bush walks throughout the month. One on Langa langa to look for a brown hyaena
den; when that failed we climbed a koppie and bumped into a klipspringer instead! Our other walk saw us
meeting a hippo and our sleep out this month enjoyed a soundtrack of lions roaring throughout the night.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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We arrived to an amazing sight at the spotted hyaena
den this month when 3 members of the clan walked
towards us against the rising sun. The young ones
were as curious as ever and approached within a
metre of the vehicle. Now you know there is
something spectacular going on when that’s not the
best thing there is to see……suddenly Tom spotted a
leopard in a nearby tree. We made our way closer and
had a very special minute or two with him posing for
photos before he climbed down the trunk now that
the threat of hyaenas had moved off. Stunning.

‘Kalahari jnr’,
‘Zamula’, ‘Azana’
and ‘Intombi’
were the 4 lions
to have made a
giraffe kill just
off the airstrip.

Lions of the Askari pride provided a fantastic sighting this
month early one Saturday morning, resting near their
giraffe breakfast.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Cheetah collar removal
Many of you will have enjoyed some amazing moments with one of our female cheetahs ‘Kusala’ during
your time at Askari. She has been a great success story which started back in December 2010 when she
was brought to Pidwa from the Mountain Zebra Park. Pidwa are members of the EWT (Endangered
Wildlife Trust) ‘Cheetah Metapopulation Project’, the aim of which is to develop and co-ordinate a
national metapopulation management plan for cheetahs in smaller fenced reserves. Throughout South
Africa there are approximately 300 cheetahs occurring in fragmented sub populations on reserves. It is of
key conservation importance to manage these as one metapopulation and the EWT programme facilitates
this.
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As a member of the
programme we agree to
certain ethical and
conservation guidelines
regarding our cheetah
management. A few of
these include….

• Metapopulation
cheetah should not be
placed in captive
conditions

• Soft release methods
should be used for the
reintroduction of
cheetahs onto reserves

• Vets with suitable
predator experience
should be used to
immobilise
metapopulation cheetah

• Cheetah should be
adequately monitored
following release from
the boma

Kusala was fitted with a
collar on her arrival so we
could carry out the correct
monitoring post release. A
few years later the battery
ran out and we have been
trying ever since to remove
her collar. Obviously she is
now much trickier to find!
We rely on chance sightings
and many conditions have to
be in our favour to dart and
remove her collar. The vet is
at least an hour away so it is
easy for her to disappear off
into the bush again while we
wait for his arrival. The age
of her cub has also been a
factor; anaesthetising an
animal is always a risk and
we needed to be sure that
the cub would be self
sufficient and able to survive
without her if something
were to go wrong.

Finally, after years of trying, it all came into place this month. We
had the vet on the reserve already darting sable and ‘Kusala’ timed
it perfectly to walk in front of our path. Due to new technology we
were also able to use a tracker dart to find her once she ran off into
the bush after being darted. The dart includes a small transmitter
which can be tracked using telemetry. Dr Peter Rogers managed to
make a great shot with the dart gun, into her tail, and the drug
worked. We found ‘Kusala’ asleep with her son nearby. We were
able to remove her collar and see her wake up safely. That same
afternoon, her and her son were back together. Success at last 

http://www.tripadvisor.com/



